
25.04.18

Good Afternoon,

Further to our telephone conversation you can submit an application to carry out work to 
trees covered by a deed of covenant. This can be completed on the following link;

https://www.southampton.gov.uk/people-places/parks-open-spaces/trees/protected/trees-
excouncil-properties.aspx

If you require any further assistance please do not hesitate to come back to me. 

Kind Regards

26.04.18

hai , 
Thank you very much for the email, 
I am attaching the copy of photos I take to show the condition of the tree,
this tree is standing in my front garden and it is in front of my main entrance door, some of 
the branches of the tree is dead and they are falling, my kids are playing in this small garden 
and it is dangerous, the drainage system got problems because of this tree , we are scared to 
stay inside our house when it is raining and windy, few times the branches fall on top of our 
house,this is a big tree and branches falling and this is a health and safety issue.

some of the branches of the tree is lying to my neighbour's property and few years before 
they get the permission from the council to cut the branches of the tree, we are facing 
problems with the tree, we informed to the home insurance company regarding the tree and 
they told us to contact the tree surgeon, they told us to contact the council . please help us we 
don't know what to do 

many thanks,

santhimol kunnumpurathu Thomas 

27.04.18

Site Address: Same as applicant address

Are you the owner of the land where the tree(s) are situated? Yes

Tree work requested: I am attaching the copy of photos I take to show the condition of the 
tree,
this tree is standing in my front garden and it is in front of my main entrance door, some of 
the branches of the tree is dead and they are falling, my kids are playing in this small garden 
and it is dangerous, the drainage system got problems because of this tree , we are scared to 

https://www.southampton.gov.uk/people-places/parks-open-spaces/trees/protected/trees-excouncil-properties.aspx
https://www.southampton.gov.uk/people-places/parks-open-spaces/trees/protected/trees-excouncil-properties.aspx


stay inside our house when it is raining and windy, few times the branches fall on top of our 
house,this is a big tree and branches falling and this is a health and safety issue.

some of the branches of the tree is lying to my neighbour's property and few years before 
they get the permission from the council to cut the branches of the tree, we are facing 
problems with the tree, we informed to the home insurance company regarding the tree and 
they told us to contact the tree surgeon, they told us to contact the council . please help us we 
don't know what to do 

many thanks,

santhimol kunnumpurathu Thomas 

30.04.18

Good morning 

Confirm ref: 50019059

Please can you provide details of what work you intend to carry out. The screen shot below 
gives a guide on work that can be carried out. If you can give as much detail as possible when 
applying this will help the officer dealing with this application understand the work to be 
carried out. 
Kind regards, 

Darren Wilkinson
Assistant Tree Officer

30.04.18

hai  
  thank you very much for the email, As I mentioned in the photo, the bottom part of the tree ( 
the trunk ) got  dead portion in the main stem, we are really scared of this tree if it is falling 
on top of the house will be a problem  and we spoke to the tree surgeons, they told us to cut 
this tree and reduce the height of the tree to ground level . this is Expensive but we need to do 
this . As I mentioned the bottom part of the trunk is dead and the tree surgeon doesn't know 
how far affect the tree. got several health and safety issues with this tree, please grand as 
permission to cut this tree and bring it to ground level

please do the needful

Many thanks,
santhimol kunnumpurathu thomas 




